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Communicate in a relevant way

Develop your brand personality by linking it to a real personality

Know your customer’s motivations

Identify your competitors—and learn from them

Pick the segments nobody else wants

Pick a card

Trust your customers to handle their own complaints

Find the lost tribe

Find the right partners

Tailor your products

Integrate communications

Share the wealth

Think small

Be the expert

Ads on cars

Go to the source of customers

Make your customers laugh

Focus on the key issue for your customer

Vary the ambience

Grab them early

Be child-friendly

Understand how you are judged

Introduce a third alternative

Place your product

Specialize to charge a premium

Develop a separate brand for each market

Use opinion leaders

Link to a cause

Set a sprat to catch a mackerel

Consider the culture

Build a new distribution channel

Use a weblog

Make buying easy

Make your product easier to use than everybody else’s